Remit Money to Grand Chapter 2019-2020

Make check out to “Grand Chapter of Oregon”

Chapter Name and Number: ___________________________  Date: ______

Check # ______ in Amount of: $ ______ includes:

Invoice Payments(s)#(s): ________________________________

IHF $ ______ (names)_____________________________________

Donations: Total $___________: to be allocated in the designated amounts:

*PAVE – Paws Assisting Veterans $__________

*WGM/WGP emphasis

*WGM/WGP emphasis

*Cancer Research: $__________

Home Endowment: $__________

OutReach: $__________

ESTARL: $__________

D. Dewing Scholarships: $__________

FAITH: $__________

FAITH Christmas: $__________

General Fund: $__________

Special Projects:

ALS $__________

Heart Fund $__________

Shrine Patient $__________

Love Gift WGM/WGP: $__________

Delegate Bags: $__________
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